
GETTING 

STARTED 
Your blueprint for launching a

Common Law Australia

Community Group

Right across our nation,

Common Law Australia

Communities are forming to

meet the heart cry of our people.

Common Law Australia’s intention is for a

movement that is arising to reassert the divine

purpose and its operation to restore every Man

and Woman back to their natural and lawful

being.

The vision is to create communities for the people

by the people. To bring awareness, connection,

and direction to step into our natural human

rights. To stand against any authority that rules

unjustly against our will. No earthly force can take

your sovereign rights away.

A love for our nation and each other inspires the

formation of Common Law Communities, and

each community will grow organically and

intuitively based on the learnings of both our

inalienable rights and rights based on our

constitution. This blueprint is a guide for getting

started and offers a sound structure.

commonlaw-australia.com

Increasingly, people see the corruption

holding our nation captive and, with

urgency, seek a resolution to return our

Great South Land to the sovereign

people.

Common Law is the gateway to your

rights based on Tribal/Natural Law and

our Inalienable God-given Rights. The

Common Law Community derives its

authority from human beings

themselves and from their capacity to

know what is right and wrong and

treat others just and fair manner.

https://commonlaw-australia.com/


1. The role of the main facilitator:

Common law Australia is one of the go-to

platforms for your community and will support

you in various practical ways.

Communities gather either fortnightly or weekly.

By nature, communities require that no single

person runs the show –that said, every successful

movement calls for a leader with heart-led

passion. 

Passion can start a fire ~ a good process will keep it burning.

a) Facilitators, for the regular meetings,

including roles of the main facilitator, secretary,

treasurers, education, and public impact.

b) Future Facilitators for establishing Common

Law in the local region, including the sheriff and

judicial and legal coordinator roles.

What are the strengths that make you the best

person for this role?

From your heart, share what you would like to

see transformed in our local region (this could

relate to governance, people, business, legal

matters or otherwise).

When describing each role and as people put up

their hands, we suggest establishing: 

Appoint someone with leadership and presenting

experience and positive, solution-based passion

and drive. The main facilitator is to:

a.   Set an agenda and chair each

meeting.

b.   Guide the collective community

into understanding the power within.

c.   Communicate with other role

holders weekly.

d.   Identify and pair up with a co-

facilitator who can step in during any

unexpected or planned absence.

2. The role of a secretary:

Appoint someone with administration

and note-taking experience to:

a. Keep meeting minutes.

b. Maintain membership and a

contact list.

c. Set and manage meeting

registrations and communicate

with members.

d. Liaise and correspond with other

Communities and the Head Office

(Gold Coast) as required.

e. Establish and maintain a

community business directory to

support small operators.

3. The role of treasurers:

Appoint a minimum of two people with

business or financial experience to:

a. Collect donations at the

commencement of meetings or

events.

b. Keep a record of all monies,

initially using a spreadsheet and

Petty Cash tin stored in a secure

and agreed-upon location.

c. Oversee the collection of event

registration fees and arrange

payment to presenters, venue hires,

or any other event-related

expenses.

d. As the Community grows and

regularly manages more than $300

in petty cash, establish a bank

account with three signatories (if

only two people hold the role of

treasurer, one more may need

appointing, with one taking the

lead). One initiates the transactions,

and one approves withdrawals or

transfers (the third is a backup).

As a collective, appoint roles that lean into

personal strengths–this will create a culture for

people to embrace training and ongoing

responsibilities with ease. We encourage a posture

whereby everyone knows that they are valuable. 

Firstly, for a strong foundation, there are several

facilitator roles required.



Common Law Australia is solution-

based driven, giving back to the nation

permission to step into their God-given

rights and enabling them to stand in

them.

Each community has access and is

linked into the Commonlaw-

australia.com website, the go-to

platform to bounce off. There are

several ways that Common Law

Australia support you with promotions:

4. The role of educators:

Appoint one or more people with a love for

research, education, material preparation, and

presentation experience to:

a. Research, plan, prepare, and liaise with

other educators or volunteers to provide:

i. Educational topics and materials for

regular Community meetings.

ii. Relevant information for

dissemination in the local region (such

as flyers or media releases).

b. Ensure new members know where to

access existing training materials, offer

support and answer questions.

c. Arrange guest speakers. 

5. The role of public impact coordinator:

Appoint someone with team leadership and

event management experience to plan,

organise and liaise with other volunteers to

coordinate public events such as invited

speakers, protests or rallies, and social events. 

Stage 2 ~ Moving Forward to

the Future

Sheriffs

CPO

Peacekeepers

Common law Communities will establish

Common Law courts for their region. Training

and education will be available in due time.

Position holders for this aspect are:

Anyone wanting to fill these future positions,

please let your main facilitator know. 

We create a logo for your region.

We provide an email address.

We display your logo on our website

to direct visitors on where and how

to connect with you.

We direct inquiries that come

through the webpage for your area

to you for communication and

follow-up.

We provide business cards for you

and your members to use for

networking and growing your

community.

And we recommend setting up a

Telegram group where people in

your region can connect with you

and matters around Common Law.

As you establish and grow your local

Communities, remember to check the

website for new resources and training

to support your people.

Regularly remind each other of why we

are here: to gather together to create
change for the common good of
humanity, now and for the generations
that follow.


